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0 of 0 review helpful I could not put this book down By Customer I read the entire book in 2 days The story is very 
compelling I kept wanting know what happened next with each page It s so sad how SOME doctors use people as 
experiments instead of doing what they truly believe is the right course of treatment Good for this mom who stood up 
for her child ren and did everything she could to make sure the proper care An inspirational story about a mother s 
fight for her son In this inspiring true story of courage hope and resolve Gamila discovers that life rsquo s biggest 
challenges are the ones in the inside that no one can see It rsquo s the tormenting pain you have to hide because you 
don rsquo t have time to wallow or collapse into a hopeless depression you have to do whatever it takes to protect your 
child A mother rsquo s determination to fight back G From the Author If you ve never listened to an audiobook you 
must experience it at least once To have a story come to life is incredibly amazing You ll feel like you re in the story 
and find yourself talking back to the distinctive voice in your ear At least 
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